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Mo Hayder's previous novels The Devil of Nanking and The Treatment have ranked her among the most
exciting and provocative thriller writers now working. In her latest, Ritual, Hayder gives us a taut, chilling
tale of clandestine occult practices, New Age medicine, and the drug underground, set in a hypermodern
urban landscape challenged by colliding immigrant cultures.
Just after lunch on a Tuesday in April, nine feet under water, police diver Flea Marley closes her gloved
fingers around a human hand. The fact that there's no body attached is disturbing enough. Even more
disturbing is the discovery, a day later, of the matching hand. Both have been recently amputated, and the
indications are that the victim was still alive when they were removed. DI Jack Caffery has been newly
seconded to the Major Crime Investigation Unit in Bristol. He and Flea soon establish that the hand belong to
a young man who has recently disappeared. Their search for him—and for his abductor—lead them into the
darkest recesses of Bristol's underworld, where drug addiction is rife, where street-kids sell themselves for a
hit, and where one of Africa's most disturbing rituals may be making an unexpected appearance.
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From reader reviews:

Waldo Gates:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important take action, like
looking for your favorite e-book and reading a reserve. Beside you can solve your trouble; you can add your
knowledge by the publication entitled Ritual: A Novel. Try to the actual book Ritual: A Novel as your pal. It
means that it can being your friend when you truly feel alone and beside that of course make you smarter
than in the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned for yourself. The book makes you much more confidence because
you can know almost everything by the book. So , we need to make new experience as well as knowledge
with this book.

Amanda Doss:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 or maybe 15 minute in your day time to upgrading your mind
proficiency or thinking skill also analytical thinking? Then you are having problem with the book in
comparison with can satisfy your short space of time to read it because this time you only find reserve that
need more time to be read. Ritual: A Novel can be your answer since it can be read by you who have those
short time problems.

Jane Mansour:

That publication can make you to feel relax. This kind of book Ritual: A Novel was colourful and of course
has pictures on the website. As we know that book Ritual: A Novel has many kinds or style. Start from kids
until young adults. For example Naruto or Investigator Conan you can read and believe you are the character
on there. Therefore , not at all of book are make you bored, any it can make you feel happy, fun and unwind.
Try to choose the best book in your case and try to like reading this.

Janice Smith:

As a college student exactly feel bored to reading. If their teacher requested them to go to the library or even
make summary for some book, they are complained. Just small students that has reading's heart and soul or
real their pastime. They just do what the trainer want, like asked to the library. They go to generally there but
nothing reading critically. Any students feel that reading is not important, boring and can't see colorful
pictures on there. Yeah, it is to be complicated. Book is very important for you. As we know that on this
period, many ways to get whatever we really wish for. Likewise word says, ways to reach Chinese's country.
So , this Ritual: A Novel can make you really feel more interested to read.
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